




In this issu e

It was originally known as ‘Snow Icing’ and it wasn’t until the wedding of Queen Victoria  

in 1840 that it was first called ‘Royal Icing’

The strength of this traditional icing makes it perfect for so many wonderful techniques and at this time of 

year is great for all those Christmas snow scenes, but why stop there when it can can do so much more.
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Piping
JEM Piping Nozzle no 2  A small plain tube used for lines, inscriptions and simple designs.

PME NZ2

royal icing

Royal Icing the Easy Way using the PME Royal Icing Mix
Just add water, beat and you are ready to go

JEM Piping Nozzle no 12A large plain tube used to pipe bodies, heads and cone shapes.
Bulbs
Hold the bag upright and squeeze allowing the tip of the tube to stay in 

the icing as you press. Stop squeezing as you gently wipe the icing into itself.

PME NZ12

Run-out 
Technique
This is created by piping an outline with the no 2 nozzle and then flooding in the shape with Royal Icing softened with a little water.

JEM Piping Nozzle no 18A medium sized open star used to  create shells, stars and curved shapes.
Stars
Hold the bag upright and squeeze keeping the tip of the tube in the icing. Stop squeezing and pull upwards to create the point.

Shells - Traditional and CurvedHold the bag at an angle and pipe a small bulb. Gently wipe the icing 

down onto the surface as you release. To create curved shells simply 

curve the icing as you wipe it down.

PME NZ18

Piping Lines 
Squeeze out a small amount of icing and attach to the surface. Lift the 

icing up into the air so that it can be placed into the required position. 

Stop squeezing and touch down.

Drawing LinesTouch the icing tube onto the surface and gently squeeze as you draw and 

zigzag the icing across the surface.

Piping Dots
Holding the bag upright and lightly touching the surface, squeeze out a small dot of icing. Stop squeezing and release.

Piping Small ShellsHold the bag at an angle and pipe a small dot. Gently wipe the icing down 

onto the surface as you release.
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royal icing
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A wonderful treat or gift  for family and friends.Create perfect bite sized  shapes every time using the  PME Rollerboard Kits.
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You will Need

 450g  (1lb) Granulated Sugar

 200mls (7ozs) Water

1 tablespoon Royal icing rock sugar

royal icing

This is one of those techniques that is spectacular and great fun to make

marzipan fruits  & decorations

2 Remove from the heat and add the Royal Icing.

3 Mix well before pouring into a foil lined container.

1 Boil the sugar and water    to Hard Crack (280°F).

1 Roll out the marzipan using the spacers to 
control the thickness.

2 Use the round cutter to cut into 10gram 
pieces.

3 Place the marzipan into the base of the rollerboard positioning the disc sideways 
for the pear shapes and lengthways for the ball 
shapes.

4 Place the top half of the rollerboard in position and slide backwards and forwards 
to create the shapes.

Roller Boards   PME LS360Roller Boards   PME OP370 
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marzipan fruits

5 halloween fun
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toffee apples1 Wash and dry apples and push the sticks in place.

2 Place all the ingredients into a pan and boil until it reaches 150°C (hard crack).

3 Remove and cool before dipping the apples.

4 Decorate immediately with Sprinkles, Edible Glitter and Eyes.

Shopping list

6 – 12 Apples 

Toffee Apple Sticks (PME LS174)

680g (1 lbs) Granulated Sugar

50ml (2f l oz) Liquid Glucose  

   (PME GL201)

175ml (6f l oz) Water
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christmas cakes
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christmas cakes
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star of light

7 Complete the cake by adding the silver pearls.

Preparation
15cm (6”) Round Cake20cm (8”) Round Cake Card

500g White SugarpasteCoat the cake with white sugarpaste and place on the cake card

3 Carefully paint the star using the gold lustre, 
sprayed into the lid.

2 Pipe the outline of the design using yellow 
coloured Royal Icing and a No 2 piping 

nozzle.

1 Trace the star template onto parchment 
paper and place the design onto the cake. 

Transfer the design onto the cake using one of 
the following methods.
1a Soft Icing – using the Blade modelling Tool 
retrace over the design pressing firmly into the 
icing.

1b Hard Icing – turn the parchment paper 
over and re-draw the design with a pencil.

4 Colour the Piping Gel Yellow,  Blue and Red and place into piping bags. 5 Pipe into each section of the star. If necessary use a paintbrush to smooth the Gel into place.

6 Decorate the side of the cake with Royal 
Icing peaks.

Shopping list

No 2  (JEM Piping Nozzle) 

100g Piping Gel (PME PG210)

250g Royal icing

PME Gold Lustre Spray (PME LS694)

Silver Pearls 4mm (PME SP951)

Concentrated Paste colours

PME Berry Red

PME Sunny Y ellow

PME Ocean Blue

Increase template to fit the size of your cake
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It’s that time of year again when our thoughts start to turn to the Winter holiday seasons. 
The fun of Halloween that brightens up the dark nights and the anticipation of the wonder of 
Christmas always help to bring family and friends together.

In this issue look out for the Toffee Apples and Marzipan Fruits plus if you really want to have 
fun in the kitchen then the Rock Sugar is simply amazing and full of surprises.

Pat
Please note:  All PME colours and pens featured in this issue  
conform to EU Food Standards. 

star of light
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oh Christmas tree,  oh Christmas tree...
Shopping list

15cm (6”) Square Cake

14” x 10” Oblong Cake Card

100g (4ozs) Sugarpaste PME White

1kg (1lb 2ozs) Sugarpaste PME Pea Green

100g (4ozs) Ready to Use Gum Paste PME Red

Half Ball Moulds (PME HB166)

PME Edible Lustre Spray

Pearl, Pink & Gold

PME 4mm Silver Pearls

PME Brush n F ine Pens

PME Quilting Tool

PME Teddy Bear Brown colour

PME Mix n Paint

PME Ink/Paint Pads

Small Bow Cutters (JEM 106M004)

This simple idea transforms a basic square cake into a Christmas Novelty,  

so why not give it a try, you could even make two small trees if you prefer.

1 Split the cake into two and cut each square diagonally. 2 Fit three of the diagonal cakes together to form a tree shape. Cut and trim the cakes where necessary.

3 Use the fourth triangle to cut and shape the tree trunk/base.

10 Bows – Roll out the red paste fairly finely and place over the cutter. Cut out the shapes by rolling the pin firmly over the cutter.
11 Create the loops of the bow by taking the ends to the centre and securing in place. The tails can be added if required.

12 Complete the cake by brushing with Pearl Lustre colour and adding the decorations. We have also used the marzipan fairy from page 5 as the final decoration.

3 Coat the cake with a thin layer of buttercream or jam before adding the green sugarpaste.
4 Using the sharp veining tool end of the quilting tool, draw bold deep textures on the tree and tree trunk.

5 Using an Ink Pad dab the colour onto the tree trunk, painting and highlighting the detail.

6 Baubles – Mould a small ball of sugarpaste, dust with cornflour and push into the mould.
7 Press firmly and trim if necessary. Remove from the mould using a scriber. Place to dry.

8 Decorate the baubles by spraying with lustre then use the  Brush n Pens to draw a simple design and decorate with Silver Pearls.

9 To create a painting consistency blend Mix n Paint with a little brown food colour.
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oh Christmas tree,  oh Christmas tree...
Frozen delight

4 Cut the Rock Sugar to the desired shapes 
and spray with the blue and pearl lustre spray. 

Spray the cake and snowflakes to match. 

 
 Preparation

18cm (7”) Hexagonal Cake25cm (10”) Round Cake Drum30cm (12”) Round Cake Drum750g White SugarpasteA mix of Rock Sugar (see page 5) 
Coat the cake with white sugarpaste and place on  pre-coated cake drums

5 Position the Rock Sugar as required and 
decorate with snowflakes and silver pearls.

6 To create the basic snowman shape mould 
three graduating balls of white sugar paste 

and attach together. Decorate and personalise 
the snowman as required. Have fun and don’t 
be afraid to create your own snowman.

1 Emboss a random design of snowflakes onto 
the freshly coated cake and boards.

3 Using Gum Paste cut out a selection of snowflakes and place to dry.

Shopping list

Snowf lake Plunger  

    cutter Set (PME SF 708)

Quilting Tool (PME QT425)

PME Edible Lustre Sprays

Baby Blue (PME LS697)

Pearl (PME LS695)

100g White Ready to Use Gum Paste 

(800GP-W)

Silver Pearls 4mm (PME SP951)

2 Use the modelling tool to draw and emboss 
around the snowflakes.
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frozen delight

11 your PME modelling tools - part 2

Making the most of...

Scallop 
This is sometimes known as the Smiley Face 
but is also great for a whole host of facial 
features simply emboss into the paste to 
create, mouths, eyebrows and ears.

Contact your local stockist or email stockist@knightsbridgepme.co.uk
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Serrated Cone
Flower Centres
Mould a piece of paste into a ball or cone 
shape and holding the modelling tool up right 
press down firmly to create an eight pointed 
star.
Move the modelling tool backwards and 
forwards to widen the shape into a trumpet.

Embossing
Use to emboss simple but effective designs.Stars - Emboss the tip into the paste.Fans - Roll or press the side of the tool into 

the paste.

Removing Cutout ShapesA scriber is ideal for removing all those 
cut-out and moulded shapes that just need 
a helping hand.
Insert the tip of the scriber into the paste and gently ease the shape out. Cutters with high detail may benefit from teasing out the shape in more than one area.

Comb
Embossed textures
Hold the modelling tool either at an angle 
or straight up and press down to emboss or 
draw lines in the paste.

Scallop & Comb PME 4As the name implies this is another tool with 
two very different designs.

Serrated & Tapered Cone PME 5
Although both ends are cone shaped they 
are both very different designs.

Tapered Cone
Hollow Cones
Mould a small piece of paste into a cone 
shape and insert the modelling tool to 
create a hollow centre.Embossed Shapes

Hold the modelling tool either up right or 
at angle and press into the paste.

Scriber Needle PME 6 & 6TA scriber is one of those basic tools that 
once you have one you wondered how you 
managed without.
PME 6 is a fine needle and PME6T a thick 
needle.

Scribing Patterns, Guidelines  and Designs
Place the pattern, template or divider onto 
the cake. Then use the scriber to mark or 
draw the required detail. Remove the pattern 
and complete the design following the fine 
lines or dots as your guide.
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Retail prices show
n are only a guide

Shopping       
   List  

Hydrangea
The must have flower for  many special occasions including,  weddings, birthdays and anniversaries.Visit our Cakeit website www.cakeit,education  

to watch our free step by step video.JEM 103FF049 Up to £9.50

Football/Soccer SetHave fun creating your own football themed cake or 
cupcakes. The ideal cake for soccer fans of all ages.
PME FS009  Up to £3.15

Icing Mixes
Make your icings the quick and easy way just add water and 

mix (Buttercream also requires butter) Ideal for all your 

seasonal treats. 
Royal Icing  PME RM403    Up to £4.75
Gum Paste Mix  PME GM402    Up to £4.75
Buttercream  PME BM401    Up to £4.75
Whipped Icing  PME WM400    Up to £4.75

Poinsettia (set of 10)Wow your family and friends with this stunning 
Poinsettia and with 10 cutters to choose from 
you can make any size that you likeVisit our Cakeit website www.cakeit.education 

to watch our free step by step video. Set of 10 JEM 103FF012 Up to £5.99

Electric Sugarcraft Roller & Strip Cutter
The perfect gift for any aspiring cake decorator and wanna’be chef

Visit our Cakeit website www.cakeit.education to watch our free 

step by step video.
PME ESR503 Up to £65.00  (UK plug)
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We have over £550 of samples to give away so why not enter, you don’t know until you try 

14

To enter the competitions for the product sample give aways go to the Cakeit website www.cakeit.education  

or send a card to Cakeit, 23 Riverwalk Road, Enfield, EN3 7QN, giving your name, address, email, contact 

telephone number and stating the name of the samples you are applying for.

The closing date for this issues give aways is the 8th January 2016

£550 
of samples to 

give away

Have fun with these  great Cookie Cutter SetsUse them to spell out names, messages and those special celebration numbers A collection of 39 cutters5 bundles to giveaway  (total value £80.00)
Alphabet Set   PME AN300Numerals Set   PME AN301

PME innovation and precision at its best. A must have for all cake decorators
PME Tilting TurntableWe have 5 to give away  (total value £150.00)PME TT460

Be one of the first to wear the new PME apronWith every apron we will also add a mystery parcel of PME/JEM 
products  to the value of £25 (total value (£310.00) PME APB002

Competition FunJumbled Words

Solve the problem of what to  put on the side of cakesA collection of 4 border cutters3 bundles to give away (total value (£18.00)
Children border   JEM 1168DO29Bridal Rose border   JEM 116BDO29Fairy border   JEM 116BDO33Teddy border   JEM 116BDO28

Can you unravel these jumbled words to find the correct answers to the clues.  

All of the words can be found in this issue of Cakeit magazine.

 
 

Smooth Icing 
TGAAUPRSET

 
Spin & Tilt 

GTTNIIL  RTETAUNLB 

 
Sharp Marker 

BRCESIR  LEEEDN

 
Ding Dong 

LELB  LMDUSM

 
Oranges & Lemons 

RRBLDLOOERA

 
Glacier 

KRCO  AGSRU

 
Fright Night 

ENLHLWNOE

 
Painting 

NKI  ADP

 
Regal 

YLARO  NIIGC

 
Winter Holiday 

SMTCRAHIS
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Welcome  
to our Winter issu e
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It was originally known as ‘Snow Icing’ and it wasn’t until the wedding of Queen Victoria  
in 1840 that it was first called ‘Royal Icing’

The strength of this traditional icing makes it perfect for so many wonderful techniques and at this time of 
year is great for all those Christmas snow scenes, but why stop there when it can can do so much more.

4 Contact your local stockist or email stockist@knightsbridgepme.co.uk

Piping
JEM Piping Nozzle no 2  
A small plain tube used for lines, inscriptions and simple designs.

PME NZ2

royal icing

Royal Icing the Easy Way 
using the PME Royal 
Icing Mix
Just add water, beat and 
you are ready to go

JEM Piping Nozzle no 12
A large plain tube used to pipe bodies, heads and cone shapes.

Bulbs
Hold the bag upright and squeeze allowing the tip of the tube to stay in 
the icing as you press. Stop squeezing as you gently wipe the icing into itself.

PME NZ12

Run-out 
Technique
This is created by piping 
an outline with the no 2 
nozzle and then flooding 
in the shape with Royal 
Icing softened with a 
little water.

JEM Piping Nozzle no 18
A medium sized open star used to  
create shells, stars and curved shapes.

Stars
Hold the bag upright and squeeze 
keeping the tip of the tube in 
the icing. Stop squeezing and pull 
upwards to create the point.

Shells - Traditional and Curved
Hold the bag at an angle and pipe a small bulb. Gently wipe the icing 
down onto the surface as you release. To create curved shells simply 
curve the icing as you wipe it down.

PME NZ18

Piping Lines 
Squeeze out a small amount of icing and attach to the surface. Lift the 
icing up into the air so that it can be placed into the required position. 
Stop squeezing and touch down.

Drawing Lines
Touch the icing tube onto the surface and gently squeeze as you draw and 
zigzag the icing across the surface.

Piping Dots
Holding the bag upright and lightly 
touching the surface, squeeze out 
a small dot of icing. Stop squeezing 
and release.

Piping Small Shells
Hold the bag at an angle and pipe a small dot. Gently wipe the icing down 
onto the surface as you release.



A wonderful treat or gift  
for family and friends.
Create perfect bite sized  
shapes every time using the  
PME Rollerboard Kits.

5Contact your local stockist or email stockist@knightsbridgepme.co.uk

You will Need

 450g  (1lb) Granulated Sugar

 200mls (7ozs) Water

1 tablespoon Royal icing

rock sugar
This is one of those techniques that is spectacular and great fun to make

marzipan fruits  
& decorations

2 Remove from the heat and add the Royal 

Icing. 3 Mix well before pouring into a foil lined 
container.1Boil the sugar and water    

to Hard Crack (280°F).

1 Roll out the marzipan using the spacers to 
control the thickness.

2 Use the round cutter to cut into 10gram 
pieces.

3 Place the marzipan into the base of the 
rollerboard positioning the disc sideways 

for the pear shapes and lengthways for the ball 
shapes.

4 Place the top half of the rollerboard in 
position and slide backwards and forwards 

to create the shapes.

Roller Boards   PME LS360
Roller Boards   PME OP370 



halloween fun
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toffee apples
1 Wash and dry apples and push 

the sticks in place.

2 Place all the ingredients into 
a pan and boil until it reaches 

150°C (hard crack).

3 Remove and cool before dipping 
the apples.

4 Decorate immediately with 
Sprinkles, Edible Glitter and Eyes.

Shopping list

6 – 12 Apples 

Toffee Apple Sticks (P
ME LS174)

680g (1 lbs) Granulated Sugar

50ml (2f l oz) Liquid Glucose  

   (PME GL201)

175ml (6f l oz) Water



halloween cupcakes

1Cream the Butter and Sugar together.  Add the 

Egg and then blend in the Flour and Vanilla Bean 

Paste.

2Mix all ingredients together and gently knead 

into a dough.

3Wrap in cling film and rest for approximately 

one hour.

4Roll out onto a floured work surface ideally 

using PME Spacers to ensure an even 

thickness.

5Cut out required Cookies and place onto a 

Baking Sheet lined with Parchment Paper.

6Rest before baking at 180°C or Gas Mark 4 

for approximately 6 – 10 minutes.

7Decorate with royal icing using the piped  

run-out and star techniques.

8Additional detail can be added using the  

PME Brush n Fine Pens.

7Contact your local stockist or email stockist@knightsbridgepme.co.uk

halloween vanilla cookies

Spider  
JEM Nozzle no 2 & 12

1 Pipe a large bulb for the body 
using the number 12 nozzle and 

then add a smaller bulb for the 
head.

2 Use a number 2 nozzle to pipe 
on the legs.

Witch  
JEM nozzle no 2

1 Draw the shape of the 
witches hat.

2 Add in the face by piping 
from the hat outwards.

3 The hair is simply wiggly lines.

Shopping list

200grams (7ozs) Butter

200grams (7ozs) Sugar (caster or granulated)

400grams (14ozs) F lour (Plain or Self Raising)

1 Egg (ideally large, lightly beaten)

PME Vanilla Bean Paste (to f lavour)

Cookie n Cake Cutter Sets (PME)

   Pumpkin (PME SC614) 

   Bone (PME SC608)

   Cross (PME SC604)

1Decorate the tops of the 

cakes with circles of coloured 

sugarpaste.

2 Pipe the top designs using 

Royal Icing coloured with PME 

Jet Black powder colour.

Cat  
JEM Nozzle no 2 & 12

1 Using the no 12 pipe the bulbs 
for the body and the head.

2 Use the no 2 to pipe a curvy tail 
and whiskers.

3 Pipe two small shells for the ears.

Spiders Web  
JEM Nozzle no 2

1 Pipe three circles.

2 Add a number of straight lines 
piping from the centre towards 

the outside edge.
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christmas 
cakes
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star of light

7 Complete the cake by adding the silver pearls.

Preparation

15cm (6”) Round Cake
20cm (8”) Round Cake 
Card
500g White Sugarpaste
Coat the cake with 
white sugarpaste and 
place on the cake card

3 Carefully paint the star using the gold lustre, 
sprayed into the lid.2 Pipe the outline of the design using yellow 

coloured Royal Icing and a No 2 piping 
nozzle.

1 Trace the star template onto parchment 
paper and place the design onto the cake. 

Transfer the design onto the cake using one of 
the following methods.

1a Soft Icing – using the Blade modelling Tool 
retrace over the design pressing firmly into the 
icing.

1b Hard Icing – turn the parchment paper 
over and re-draw the design with a pencil.

4 Colour the Piping Gel Yellow,  
Blue and Red and place into piping bags. 5 Pipe into each section of the star. If necessary use a paintbrush to smooth the Gel into place.

6 Decorate the side of the cake with Royal 
Icing peaks.

Shopping list

No 2  (JEM Piping Nozzle) 

100g Piping Gel (PME PG210)

250g Royal icing

PME Gold Lustre Spray (PME LS694)

Silver Pearls 4mm (PME SP951)

Concentrated Paste colours

PME Berry Red

PME Sunny Y ellow

PME Ocean Blue

Increase template 
to fit the size of 
your cake
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oh Christmas tree...
This simple idea transforms a basic square cake into a Christmas Novelty,  
so why not give it a try, you could even make two small trees if you prefer.

11 Bows – Roll out the red 
paste fairly finely and place 

over the cutter. Cut out the shapes 
by rolling the pin firmly over the 
cutter.

12 Create the loops of the bow 
by taking the ends to the 

centre and securing in place. The 
tails can be added if required.

13 Complete the cake by 
brushing with Pearl Lustre 

colour and adding the decorations. 
We have also used the marzipan 
fairy from page 5 as the final 
decoration.

4 Coat the cake with a thin layer 
of buttercream or jam before 

adding the green sugarpaste.
5 Using the sharp veining tool 

end of the quilting tool, draw 
bold deep textures on the tree and 
tree trunk.

6 Using an Ink Pad dab the 
colour onto the tree trunk, 

painting and highlighting the detail.

7 Baubles – Mould a small 
ball of sugarpaste, dust with 

cornflour and push into the mould.
8 Press firmly and trim if 

necessary. Remove from the 
mould using a scriber. Place to dry.

9 Decorate the baubles by spraying 
with lustre then use the  

Brush n Pens to draw a simple design 
and decorate with Silver Pearls.

10 To create a painting 
consistency blend Mix n 

Paint with a little brown food 
colour.

3 Use the fourth triangle to cut 
and shape the tree trunk/base.

1 Split the cake into two and cut 
each square diagonally. 2 Fit three of the diagonal cakes together to form a tree 

shape. Cut and trim the cakes where necessary.

Shopping list

15cm (6”) Square Cake

14” x 10” Oblong Cake Card

100g (4ozs) Sugarpaste PME White

1kg (1lb 2ozs) Sugarpaste PME Pea Green

100g (4ozs) Ready to Use Gum Paste PME Red

Half Ball Moulds (PME HB166)

PME Edible Lustre Spray

Pearl, Pink & Gold

PME 4mm Silver Pearls

PME Brush n F ine Pens

PME Quilting Tool

PME Teddy Bear Brown colour

PME Mix n Paint

PME Ink/Paint Pads

Small Bow Cutters (JEM 106M004)
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Frozen delight

4 Cut the Rock Sugar to the desired shapes 
and spray with the blue and pearl lustre spray. 

Spray the cake and snowflakes to match. 

 
 Preparation

18cm (7”) Hexagonal Cake
25cm (10”) Round Cake Drum
30cm (12”) Round Cake Drum
750g White Sugarpaste
A mix of Rock Sugar (see page 5)
 
Coat the cake with white 
sugarpaste and place on  
pre-coated cake drums

5 Position the Rock Sugar as required and 
decorate with snowflakes and silver pearls.

6 To create the basic snowman shape mould 
three graduating balls of white sugar paste 

and attach together. Decorate and personalise 
the snowman as required. Have fun and don’t 
be afraid to create your own snowman.

1 Emboss a random design of snowflakes onto 
the freshly coated cake and boards.

3 Using Gum Paste cut out a selection of 
snowflakes and place to dry.

Shopping list

Snowf lake Plunger  

    cutter Set (PME SF 708)

Quilting Tool (PME QT425)

PME Edible Lustre Sprays

Baby Blue (PME LS697)

Pearl (PME LS695)

100g White Ready to Use Gum Paste 

(800GP-W)

Silver Pearls 4mm (PME SP951)

2 Use the modelling tool to draw and emboss 
around the snowflakes.



your PME modelling tools - part 2

Making the most of...

Scallop 

This is sometimes known as the Smiley Face 
but is also great for a whole host of facial 
features simply emboss into the paste to 
create, mouths, eyebrows and ears.

Contact your local stockist or email stockist@knightsbridgepme.co.uk12

Serrated Cone

Flower Centres

Mould a piece of paste into a ball or cone 
shape and holding the modelling tool up right 
press down firmly to create an eight pointed 
star.

Move the modelling tool backwards and 
forwards to widen the shape into a trumpet.

Embossing

Use to emboss simple but effective designs.

Stars - Emboss the tip into the paste.

Fans - Roll or press the side of the tool into 
the paste.

Removing Cutout Shapes

A scriber is ideal for removing all those 
cut-out and moulded shapes that just need 
a helping hand.

Insert the tip of the scriber into the paste 
and gently ease the 
shape out. Cutters 
with high detail 
may benefit from 
teasing out the 
shape in more than 
one area.

Comb

Embossed textures

Hold the modelling tool either at an angle 
or straight up and press down to emboss or 
draw lines in the paste.

Scallop & Comb PME 4
As the name implies this is another tool with 
two very different designs.

Serrated & Tapered Cone 
PME 5
Although both ends are cone shaped they 
are both very different designs.

Tapered Cone

Hollow Cones

Mould a small piece of paste into a cone 
shape and insert the modelling tool to 
create a hollow centre.

Embossed Shapes

Hold the modelling tool either up right or 
at angle and press into the paste.

Scriber Needle PME 6 & 6T
A scriber is one of those basic tools that 
once you have one you wondered how you 
managed without.

PME 6 is a fine needle and PME6T a thick 
needle.

Scribing Patterns, Guidelines  
and Designs

Place the pattern, template or divider onto 
the cake. Then use the scriber to mark or 
draw the required detail. Remove the pattern 
and complete the design following the fine 
lines or dots as your guide.
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Shopping       
   List  

Hydrangea
The must have flower for  
many special occasions including,  
weddings, birthdays and anniversaries.

Visit our Cakeit website www.cakeit,education  
to watch our free step by step video.

JEM 103FF049 Up to £9.50

Football/Soccer Set
Have fun creating your own football themed cake or 
cupcakes. The ideal cake for soccer fans of all ages.

PME FS009  Up to £3.15

Icing Mixes
Make your icings the quick and easy way just add water and 
mix (Buttercream also requires butter) Ideal for all your 
seasonal treats. 
Royal Icing  PME RM403    Up to £4.75
Gum Paste Mix  PME GM402    Up to £4.75
Buttercream  PME BM401    Up to £4.75
Whipped Icing  PME WM400    Up to £4.75

Poinsettia (set of 10)
Wow your family and friends with this stunning 
Poinsettia and with 10 cutters to choose from 
you can make any size that you like

Visit our Cakeit website www.cakeit.education 
to watch our free step by step video. 

Set of 10 JEM 103FF012 Up to £5.99

Electric Sugarcraft Roller & Strip Cutter
The perfect gift for any aspiring cake decorator and wanna’be chef

Visit our Cakeit website www.cakeit.education to watch our free 
step by step video.

PME ESR503 Up to £65.00  
(UK plug)
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We have over £550 of samples to give away so why not enter, you don’t know until you try 
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To enter the competitions for the product sample give aways go to the Cakeit website www.cakeit.education  
or send a card to Cakeit, 23 Riverwalk Road, Enfield, EN3 7QN, giving your name, address, email, contact 

telephone number and stating the name of the samples you are applying for.

The closing date for this issues give aways is the 8th January 2016

£550 

of samples to 

give away

Have fun with these  
great Cookie Cutter Sets
Use them to spell out names, 
messages and those special 
celebration numbers 
A collection of 39 cutters
5 bundles to giveaway  
(total value £80.00)
Alphabet Set   PME AN300
Numerals Set   PME AN301

PME innovation and 
precision at its best. 
A must have for all cake 
decorators
PME Tilting Turntable
We have 5 to give away  

(total value £150.00)
PME TT460

Be one of the first to wear 
the new PME apron
With every apron we will also 
add a mystery parcel of PME/JEM 
products  
to the value of £25 
(total value (£310.00) 
PME APB002

Competition Fun
Jumbled Words

Solve the problem of what to  
put on the side of cakes
A collection of 4 border cutters
3 bundles to give away (total value (£18.00)
Children border   JEM 1168DO29
Bridal Rose border   JEM 116BDO29
Fairy border   JEM 116BDO33
Teddy border   JEM 116BDO28

Can you unravel these jumbled words to find the correct answers to the clues.  
All of the words can be found in this issue of Cakeit magazine.

 
 Smooth Icing TGAAUPRSET
 Spin & Tilt GTTNIIL  RTETAUNLB 
 Sharp Marker BRCESIR  LEEEDN
 Ding Dong LELB  LMDUSM
 Oranges & Lemons RRBLDLOOERA
 Glacier KRCO  AGSRU
 Fright Night ENLHLWNOE
 Painting NKI  ADP
 Regal YLARO  NIIGC
 Winter Holiday SMTCRAHIS






